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Abstract—With the explosion of the number of compute nodes,
the bottleneck of future computing systems lies in the network
architecture connecting the nodes. Addressing the bottleneck
requires replacing current backplane-based network topologies.
We propose to revolutionize computing electronics by realizing
embedded optical waveguides for on-board networking and wireless chip-to-chip links at 200 GHz carrier frequency connecting
neighboring boards in a rack. The control of novel rate-adaptive
optical and mm-wave transceivers needs tight interlinking with
the system software for runtime resource management.
Index Terms—computing, energy-efficiency, adaptivity, interconnect, wireless communication, optical communication, chip
stack, adaptable software stack

I. I NTRODUCTION
As we see further advances in semiconductor scaling slowing
down significantly, and localized on-silicon heat generation
due to power consumption being a major challenge, we must
find new answers to advance computing. We have been able to
observe a shift from clock rate increases to parallel processing.
However, the single processor model of a compute node
interfacing with the memory subsystem via a hierarchy of
caches does not scale well to massively parallel machines.
In-memory computing might be one way forward [36], with
processing nodes being distributed within the memory. They are
then only activated if code needs to be executed that addresses
the memory segment near the node.
This, however, creates three major challenges. Firstly, compute cores now must be designed for an efficient code execution
relative to their activation. When moving towards millions of
cores, a core’s activity will be far less than 100%, which alone
is a huge paradigm change in computing. Secondly, this entails
that the core design itself must be “lean and mean”, as its
silicon footprint weighted with the inverse of the activation rate
must be small when compared to its local memory segment.
This keeps the memory/computing balance in place. Thirdly,
the requirement of accessing data across memory segments is
not eliminated by in-memory computing. Hence, the bottleneck
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of computing moves from designing cores with increasing ILP
(instruction level parallelism) to a networking architecture that
can carry the enormous communication load.
It is clear that it is of utmost importance to increase the
bandwidth of each communication channel. However, the data
rate’s peak-to-average spread will increase in future. When
measuring InfiniBand-activity within large machines of today
we can see a typical 1% activation over time to carry the
required traffic. We will require circuits to turn-on efficiently
to then carry full bandwidth even if activity rates might decrease
below 1%. Adaptivity, e.g., in terms of adaptive voltage and
frequency scaling is present in all current multi-core chips
to be able to control power consumption. However, future
in-memory computing systems need to carry this adaptivity to
a new level. This must include processors, memory segments,
and all components of the networking architecture. Adaptivity
support of a system will then benefit energy efficiency, which
in turn allows for packaging much denser if systems must not
deliver continuous 100% activity load.
From a networking side, the energy consumption is determined not only by the activity, but in particular, by the
distance and number of hops data must travel. This leads
to the next challenge, designing the networking architecture
and the runtime resource management stack to control the
system. With upcoming 3D stacking of chips, networking can
be broken down into multiple hierarchical challenges: (1) onchip networking, (2) intra-networking within a 3D chip stack,
and (3) networking in a rack between the 3D chip stacks. We
propose here novel on-chip networking strategies allowing for
adaptive rerouting to address (1). For new ideas on (2) we
refer to [33].
Our largest impact on networking comes from our proposal
addressing (3). Optical communications is very efficient when
implemented with waveguides, whereas wireless communications allows for realizing highly meshed networks without
complex wiring. Therefore, we propose to use optical waveguides for on-board inter-networking of 3D chip stacks (onboard communication), and wireless networking of chip stacks
between boards in a rack (inter-board communication). In
principle, the latter eliminates the need for communication via
backplanes within racks. Envisioning on-chip antenna arrays
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II. HAEC B OX : OVERVIEW
The HAEC Box is a realization of a highly adaptive energyefficient computing architecture following the vision described
above. While energy efficiency has already been considered at
certain levels, e.g., both at hardware and software level, what
is needed is a comprehensive approach that takes the overall
applications’ demand and users’ context as well as the particular
aspects of computing resources (software and hardware) into
account. Thus, the goal of our HAEC Box approach is to
address energy efficiency at all levels, not just isolated but as a
joint optimization problem, ranging from transistor level, over
Fig. 1. HAEC backplane with optical on-board and wireless inter-board links.
It shows a simple configuration into one “box”, which we name a HAEC Box. the communication architecture up to the software engineering
with an energy-aware computing management. The guiding
principles are simple and uniform:
1. Ensure flexibility at all levels, providing alternatives tailored
to applications and situations.
at the top level of a 3D chip stack, and optical transceivers at 2. Establish, mostly offline, the added value (utility) of
the bottom, a hybrid 3D stack with memory, computing and
spending energy in one or the other alternative.
communication interfaces is possible. This we name HAEC — 3. Monitor current energy levels and other activities.
Highly Adaptive Energy-Efficient Computing. Fig. 1 visualizes 4. Take action at runtime based on the monitoring results and
this concept in a small implementation, which we call a
the available alternatives.
HAEC Box.
In this section, we provide an overview of the HAEC Box
hardware specifications, including computing and interconnect
Obviously, a sophisticated runtime and networking managewith a strong focus on the latter in Section II-B. Furthermore,
ment system is needed to fully embrace this kind of networking
we discuss power constraints, which are highly relevant given
architecture. Load management of cores, placement of memory
the aggressive integration we foresee for the HAEC Box. This
content, and network activity all depend on the runtime system,
section closes with a discussion of how the flexibility provided
which carefully needs to incorporate the monitoring of all
by the underlying hardware is to be exploited by a future
states.
software programming environment. These programming conIn this paper, we describe the joint application of the siderations led to the prototype software architecture described
aforementioned concepts resulting in new paths to overcome later in Section VII.
the energy bottleneck of today and deliver orders of magnitude
increase in low-energy computing for massively parallel
A. Computing Specifications
machines. Not only do we show concepts, but fabricated and
For the HAEC Box we assume a volume of one liter, see
evaluated chip designs underline the validity of the approach. In
Section II we give an overview of the HAEC Box. Section III Fig. 2(a). Assume that with future technologies each chip will
shows novel high bit-rate adaptive transceivers to enable carry 64,000 elements of which 10% are processors and 90%
efficient on-board optical communications. The wireless links are memory and we stack 128 of these chips in a 3D stack. A
are addressed in Section IV, presenting adaptive transceivers computing node consists of one of those chip stacks. Moreover,
for 100 Gb/s and beyond. In Section V we dive into the we assume that we have 16 of those computing nodes on each
design of the processing within a 3D chip stack, here named side of a printed circuit board (PCB) and we have 4 PCBs
a “node” within the HAEC concept. Section VI describes the within the HAEC Box.
network architecture and a simulation framework as well as
The assumption that 90% of the chips’ area carries memory
the “HAEC Playground” as a hardware prototyping testbed is aligned with a trend observed in the past two decades where
to evaluate the impact of different networking protocols and more and more transistor budget and die area are allocated for
network topologies on system performance. System software on-die memory (already reaching approximately 50%). The
and the runtime adaptivity mechanisms towards the envisioned trend in the memory/computing ratio is caused by the fact that
HAEC Box are described in Section VII. In Section VIII increasing cache size has proven more energy-efficient than
we cover new ideas towards increasing the bandwidth of the increasing processor counts to improve computing performance
communications by orders of magnitude. New DNA-origami [14]. Furthermore, from a performance and energy perspective
template optical waveguides could increase the density by at it is advantageous to arrange the memory close to the processors
least two orders of magnitude, and wireless communications and make it an integral part of a chip stack. The distribution
reaching into the THz band could enable beyond 1 Tb/s. of compute and memory elements will yield extreme NUMAFinally, Section IX gives a quick energy analysis, showing effects (nonuniform memory access), i.e., processors on the
that a HAEC Box could be feasible, enabling Pb/s backplane same layer share a common memory, whereas those on different
capacity of a 4 ⇥ 4 ⇥ 4 node implementation fitting into a layers or compute nodes potentially communicate via a large
power budget of about 1 kW.
variety of routes.
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Fig. 2. Sketch of the HAEC Box. Optical on-board communication and wireless inter-board communication between computing nodes.

With 10% of chips carrying processors, the HAEC Box will
feature up to 108 processors, which is 104 times the computing
performance per unit volume of today’s servers. The individual
compute nodes will be connected by an innovative adaptive and
highly energy-efficient communication architecture consisting
of optical links connecting compute nodes on the same PCB
and wireless links connecting compute nodes on adjacent PCBs.

per link and the number of parallel links, has to be increased.
Simultaneously, the energy consumption per transmitted bit
needs to be minimized which represents a huge challenge.
Today’s petascale supercomputers already make substantial
use of optical interconnects for rack-to-rack communication
due to their higher data rates and higher energy efficiency
in comparison to electronic interconnects [76, Section 4.1].
In future it is expected that this trend will also apply to
shorter communication links such as on-board and even
B. Energy-Adaptive Interconnect
processor-to-memory links [64]. Comparing electrical and
In today’s servers, the communication architecture between optical transmission, the available bandwidth-length-product
individual computing nodes is typically based on electrical of optical waveguides is much higher than that of electrical
or optical wired links both for on-board as well as for inter- copper-based interconnects – several THzm vs. a few tens
board communication. However, with the increasing amount of GHzm. The lower attenuation explains the advantages of
of processors in future servers the performance requirements optical systems especially for longer links. The difference
on the communication architecture will significantly increase, between the bandwidth-length-product of electrical and optical
in terms of the required data rates as well as in terms of links would be more prominent at higher electrical carrier
delay and latency requirements. This holds especially true, frequencies at which the electrical attenuation is higher. Due
if the processors should not only be used in parallel for to the higher loss of electrical waveguides, for longer distances
independent computing tasks, but to solve more complex multiple hops become more energy efficient than a single
computing problems jointly. Today the backplane capacity in hop. However, that adds power consumption per hop. In
high-end server systems is in the range of 1 Tbit/s to 2 Tbit/s. contrast, optical on-board links are presently limited by the
Extrapolating the almost exponential increase of the data rates opto-electronic conversion, while waveguide losses are not the
on the wired backplane into the future, within two decades data limiting factor for distances we consider. Their bottleneck in
rates in the order of one petabit-per-second (petabit backplane) terms of energy efficiency is the electro-optical conversion
are required. Moreover, to enable energy-efficient computing or the optical modulation. In [121] it has been shown that
the communication architecture needs to be flexible and rate already for data rates above 10 Gbit/s the modulation stage
adaptive to satisfy the communication requirements between dominates the energy consumption per bit in the optical
the computing nodes with high energy-efficiency. This means communication, such that the break-even length between optical
that the power consumption of the communication links should and electrical interconnects drops below 1 mm as soon as
be proportional to the momentarily required data rate.
the energy efficiency of the modulation stage is better than
State-of-the-art connectivity structures based on a wired 1 pJ/bit, which is realistic [64, 86]. With the optical link we
backplane will not be able to satisfy these requirements, as developed, we already achieved an energy consumption per bit
today’s copper-based connections have reached fundamental of 4.5 pJ/bit at 25 Gbit/s, see Section III-B, which is lower
physical limits. Thus, high-speed energy-adaptive computing than the 7.3 pJ/bit at 20 Gbit/s reported by IBM [28]. In
demands a radically new hardware connectivity architecture comparison, for electrical links the energy efficiency strongly
between the computing nodes. To enable an aggregated depends on the length of the link and the data rate. E.g., for
bandwidth in the petabit-per-second regime both, the data rate a 2 m 20 Gbit/s copper link in [21] an energy consumption
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of 15 pJ/bit has been reported, while for a 0.3 m electrical
Cu-based interconnect (Altera Stratix V) with 28 Gbit/s an
energy consumption of 7 pJ/bit has been measured [12, 2].
A detailed overview of the energy efficiencies and data rates
of different short distance interconnect technologies is given
in [121, Table 3]. Moreover, optical links have the advantage
of a much higher bandwidth density and less crosstalk in
comparison to electrical links, even with current technology.
At the PCB level in [76, Section 4.1] bandwidth densities of
up to 1 Tbit/s/mm of horizontal cross section are displayed
for optical links, while for electrical links bandwidth densities
of approximately 300 Gbit/s/mm are given. Hence, for the
connection of computing nodes located on the same circuit
board with data rates in the range of 100 Gbit/s per link up
to 1 Tbit/s, we will have to exploit the principal advantages
of optical links in terms of high energy efficiency and higher
bandwidth density. For comparison, with InfiniBand used today
for interconnects in high performance computing 50 Gbit/s per
link are achieved today and 100 Gbit/s per link are predicted
for 2020 where up to 12 links are typically aggregated [61].
Besides the high energy efficiency of the optical links we
developed, one key novelty is that our optical links are adaptive
in data rate and energy consumption, such that they can be
controlled with respect to the actual software requirements.
This adaptivity is of major importance to enable highly energyefficient computing. Due to the high bandwidth density that
optical interconnects can provide, we chose them to connect
computing nodes located on the same boards of the HAEC Box,
see Fig. 2(c). These optical links are based on waveguides
being integrated into the printed circuit board. We propose
using a 2D array of optical I/O ports at the bottom of each
computing node where the light is coupled into the waveguides
within the PCB with 90 -micro coupling optics. Based on this
technology, we will be able to connect 120 waveguides to each
computing node yielding 60 bidirectional links such that we
are, for instance, able to connect a computing node with its
four nearest neighbors using 15 bidirectional links in parallel
to increase the available data rates.
For the communication between computing nodes being
located on adjacent circuit boards we chose wireless links, as
they are highly favorable due to their inherent flexibility, while
still showing an acceptable energy efficiency, see Fig. 2(a).
Based on our results, we can roughly estimate an energy
consumption per bit of the wireless links for inter-board
communication of 48 pJ/bit for a data rate of 100 Gbit/s with
some further significant reduction expected, see Section IV-G.
The energy consumption of the wireless links is naturally larger
than what can be achieved with optical links. Nevertheless,
it has to be considered, that the wireless network is much
more flexible in comparison to optical links, as it allows to
directly communicate from one computing node to any and
all computing nodes on the neighboring board by using a
Butler-matrix antenna feeding network for beam-switching.
Based on optical links, this would require communication
over multiple hops (on the average 7 for the setup shown in
Fig. 2(a)) including a much more complex routing yielding
additional communication delays. Moreover, communication
over multiple hops would also reduce the energy advantage

of the optical links over the wireless links. The wireless links
allow us to establish a fully connected link topology (fully
connected crossbar) between computing nodes on neighboring
boards.
Overall, the hybrid link technology based on optical and
wireless links enables a novel server architecture. It has the
potential to provide an excellent hardware infrastructure for
energy-adaptive software and networks. Moreover, energy efficiency will already be increased at the link level by providing
dynamic adaptivity of data rate and power consumption for the
optical and for the wireless links as well as by the possibility
to completely turn off links.
C. Power Considerations
Given the high density of processors in the HAEC Box, we
expect strong dark silicon effects [34], i.e., a significant amount
of on-chip resources cannot be operated at full performance at
the same time for a long period of time. Different numbers are
reported in the literature due to differences in methodologies
but the percentage of inactive cores lies between 46% and
80% [56, 112]. In the HAEC Box, given the high computing
density per volume, the percentage of inactive cores can even
reach 90% or more. Therefore, we assume that only a small
percentage p  10% of the available cores of the HAEC Box
are active at any time.
The power consumption of the HAEC Box consists of the
power consumed by compute nodes and the power for optical
and wireless transmission. To show that the overall HAEC
Box architecture is reasonable from the energy and cooling
standpoints, we provide a brief estimation of the power used for
computation. To estimate the total power of the HAEC Box
for computation, we first assume a power of 150 µW per
core. In this regard, consider a chip with Argonaut RISC Core
(ARC) technology [38] which has already been available as
product since 2014. The chip is equipped with 32-bit RISC
processors using 28nm CMOS technology. Operating at 0.9 V,
the core produces 0.036 mW/MHz. That number is equivalent
to 367 µW when operating at 500 MHz and 0.3 V. When
taking into account a technological advancement and a change
in architecture, a core can reach a power of 150 µW using
14nm technology with Fully Depleted Silicon On Insulator
(FD-SOI). As a rule of thumb, we assume that the power of an
inactive core is 0.1% of an active core’s power [10]. For 108
processors in the HAEC Box this yields an estimated power
consumption of 765 W with an activity level of 5% (p = 5%).
A detailed estimation for the energy of the interconnect is
provided in Section III-B and Section IV-G.
D. Programming Considerations
The hardware specifications above, particularly of the interconnect, offer a wide range of configuration options to adapt
the energy consumption of the HAEC Box. Examples are, (1)
aggressive voltage and frequency scaling of the computation, (2)
intelligent allocation of data to memory chip stacks, and more
importantly (3) adapting the interconnect to the application
needs. The latter includes, among others, modifying the powerallocation to antennae, selecting between optical and wireless
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communication, or configuring a virtual network topology by
setting up wireless links. This new kind of flexibility provided
by the HAEC Box has to be visible to and be addressed by a
novel software programming stack, supporting development,
deployment and runtime adaptation. With this in mind, we
started developing a software environment using existing
parallel systems and simulations. The testing, simulation and
programming environments are discussed in Sections VI-C,
VI-B and VII, respectively.

Fig. 3. VCSEL-based optical transceiver subassembly with integrated polymer
overlay waveguides.

below 0.1 dB/cm. For the considered planar waveguides error
free transmission with bit error rates (BER) below 10 10 to
10 12 was measured up to 30 Gbit/s [91] for waveguides with
As described in Section II-B each of the 16 compute nodes
lengths up to 9 cm. A transparent substrate-based interposer
in the 4 ⇥ 4 matrix on one board side is connected to each
for the wavelength range from approx. 800 nm up to 1600 nm
of its neighboring nodes by 15 bidirectional optical links with
(ultraviolet (UV) to near infrared (IR)) has been developed
lengths of up to 20 cm, see Fig. 2(c). The links are based
using thin glass as material. As depicted in Fig. 3 the glass
on direct optical modulation using off-the-shelf vertical-cavity
interposer includes the integrated waveguides, the micro mirrors
surface-emitting lasers (VCSEL). A laser diode driver (LDD)
and the metal interconnects for the assembly of the chip comis designed to drive the VCSEL with the modulation signal.
ponents. A transceiver package with optoelectronic converters
The optical data signal is transmitted via novel customized
(VCSEL and PD) and electronic transceiver integrated circuits
low-loss optical onboard waveguides and efficient coupling
(IC) (LDD and TIA) has been manufactured involving very
structures, see Fig. 3. At the receiver side the optical signal is
accurate placing (±0.5 µm) tools to complement the highdetected by a standard photodetector (PD) and converted back
performance module manufacturing [92, 77].
to the electrical domain. A transimpedance and main amplifier
(TIA/MA) further converts the photocurrent to a voltage and
amplifies the electrical signal to digital voltage levels for further B. Driver Circuits and Energy Estimation
processing. Each link is designed to enable an energy-efficient
Several adaptive LDD and TIA/MA ICs have been designed
optical data transmission with less than 7 pJ/bit at a link
in a 130 nm silicon-germanium (SiGe) BiCMOS technoldata rate of up to 25 Gbit/s. Moreover, a novel adaptivity
ogy with bipolar transistor performance of up to 300 GHz
approach is applied to the optical interconnects. In order to
transient frequencies. An adaptive high-speed VCSEL driver
reconfigure the link performance according to the actual link
was designed for non-return-to-zero (NRZ) modulation and
requirements, the bandwidth is scaled down reducing the power
adjustable energy efficiency [106]. The LDD consists of two
consumption of the link circuitry [57]. This is realized by
main blocks: a pre-amplifier and a driving amplifier. The prechanging the operating point of the circuits either by tuning
amplifier mainly provides a broadband matching to the 50 ⌦
their bias voltages or their bias currents. When low link data
measurement environment and a decoupling of the driving
rates are sufficient, the supply current can be reduced which
block from the input signal in order to ensure a high bandwidth.
in turn reduces the power consumption of the components.
The driving block directly biases the VCSEL and feeds the
However, at the same time the gain of the amplifiers drops
amplified modulation signal to the laser. The LDD is assembled
which has to be compensated, e.g., by tuning the amplifier loads
to an 850 nm VCSEL with 20 GHz bandwidth. The driver
in order to maintain the signal levels at the circuit interfaces. By
is optimized either for constant extinction ratio or for high
such a performance and power adaptivity, link energy savings
energy efficiency at different data rates. An error-free operation
of more than 50% can be achieved.
with a BER of less than 10 13 was achieved up to 45 Gbit/s
without incorporating any signal equalization or pre-emphasis.
A. Waveguides and Coupling Optics
For this, a power consumption of only 81 mW, corresponding
The integration of parallel optical interconnects on board- to the small energy per bit of only 1.8 pJ/bit, is required. By
level including the active and passive optical components as applying performance and power adaptivity to the IC the highest
well as electrical integrated circuitry is a major focus of elec- energy efficiency can be achieved at 30 Gbit/s and amounts to
tronics packaging for network nodes of the future [119]. For the 1.17 pJ/bit. This is realized by adaptively adjusting the LDD’s
HAEC Box inter-chip links based on planar polymeric optical modulation levels at runtime using voltage controlled reference
multimode waveguides with integrated out-of-plane coupling current sources. In total, an LDD power consumption reduction
optics in combination with a optical transceiver subassembly up to 80 % is achieved. At a data rate of 10 Gbit/s the driver
based on a glass interposer are very promising. The integration consumes only 16.5 mW of power. Furthermore, since no
of polymeric waveguides on flexible substrates aims to realize area consuming peaking inductors are used for bandwidth
an overlay optical substrate for enhanced yield and testability enhancement in the design, the driver is very compact to
of the HAEC Box but also commonly of hybrid electro-optical implement it into the onboard optical links.
printed circuit boards. The realized on-board waveguides feature
For the receive part of the adaptive optical onboard interconlow insertion loss with a maximum attenuation coefficient of nect, an adaptive TIA with continuous bandwidth and power
III. E NERGY-A DAPTIVE O PTICAL L INKS FOR
O N -B OARD C OMMUNICATION
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consumption tuning has been designed in the 130 nm SiGe
BiCMOS technology as well [107]. The TIA consists of three
main parts: a TIA input stage with variable gain for the currentto-voltage conversion, a MA for the signal amplification and
the output driver which is only used for measurement purposes
to match the impedance of the equipment. The bandwidth of
the MA can be tuned continuously during runtime between
61 GHz and 13 GHz by scaling the bias current. This leads to a
reduction of the MA’s power consumption by a factor of around
5. However, this reduction comes at the expense of a drop in the
MA gain which has to be compensated. By varying the gain of
the TIA input stage utilizing field effect transistors as steerable
feedback resistors, the overall gain can be kept constant at
69.8 dB⌦. The maximum bandwidth of the IC enables data
rates up to 88 Gbit/s yielding a very high gain bandwidth
product of 189.8 k⌦ GHz. At this maximum speed the power
consumption of the TIA core (without the output driver) is only
around 30mW corresponding to 0.34 pJ/bit. An error free
operation with a BER of 10 13 was measured up to 50 Gbit/s.
Reducing the TIA performance to 20 Gbit/s the power
consumption decreases to 18 mW corresponding to 0.9 pJ/bit.
Although the energy efficiency becomes worse, the overall
power consumption reduction of the TIA core results in 40 %.
Furthermore, only a single stage of the MA was adaptively
tuned in this design. It is expected that the power consumption
decrease can be raised to more than 50 % if the other amplifier
stages are implemented with the bias current scaling as well.
Finally, based on the measured energy consumption of
the LDD and the TIA/MA we estimate the overall energy
consumption of the optical link, including further components
like VCSELs and clock data recovery, to be less than 4.5 pJ/bit
at 25 Gbit/s, being significantly less than the 7.3 pJ/bit at
20 Gbit/s reported in [28].

nication between the computing nodes on adjacent boards
within the HAEC Box. To enable high data rates of up to
100 Gbit/s we consider carrier frequencies around 200 GHz
and a transmission bandwidth of 30 GHz. The antennas of the
wireless links will be placed on top of the chip stacks, see
Fig. 2(b). We consider 8 ⇥ 8 antenna arrays in combination
with Butler matrix feeding networks to enable beam-switching
to the different computing nodes on the adjacent circuit board.
The power consumption of standard resolution analog-to-digital
conversion becomes very high at the sampling rates required
for the high bandwidth of 30 GHz. We thus consider 1-bit
quantization with temporal oversampling in combination with
runlength encoding as new energy-efficient approach in the area
of wireless communication. Finally, as we assume that several
computing nodes share common cache and memory and in order
to be competitive with state-of-the-art wired interconnects such
as InfiniBand, we consider a latency constraint of 100 ns. The
main contribution to the link latency is due to channel coding
such that this latency requirement leads to a very challenging
channel coding design. In the following, we will discuss the
individual components of the wireless link in more detail.
A. Analog Frontends

A complete 190 GHz transceiver (TRX) chipset for shortdistance high-data-rate wireless links was implemented in the
130 nm BiCMOS SG13G2 technology of IHP [42]. In order
to enable the highest-possible data rates, the TRX targets the
largest possible RF bandwidth at the fixed local-oscillator (LO)
frequency of 190 GHz, with all the circuit blocks optimized for
a large bandwidth. A further important design constraint for onchip solutions is a low dc-power consumption to minimize the
required energy per transferred bit. With the target application
being chip-to-chip communication for the HAEC system, some
additional unique characteristics affect the TRX design:
C. Wavelength Division Multiplexing Approach
• In spite of the large free-space path loss, the required
The VCSEL based approach already provides a data rate
link distances of a few centimeters can be covered
of 25 Gbit/s per waveguide summing up to an available
with relatively low transmitted power. The losses in the
data rate of 375 Gbit/s between two compute nodes which
Butler matrix can be compensated with moderate-power
are connected by 15 parallel waveguides. To even further
amplifiers at the interface with the antennas.
increase the available data rates, we additionally consider
• Thanks to the proximity of receiver (RX) and transmitter
wavelength division multiplexing. For this purpose, we develop
(TX), it is possible to share a wired LO reference on the
CMOS compatible silicon modulators for modulating the light
same board or across boards, directly synchronizing RX
provided by off-chip lasers. Several wavelengths will be used
and TX for coherent modulation schemes. This avoids
to carry the information on different carriers. To satisfy future
complex LO synchronization circuitry, such as phase
bandwidth requirements of the HAEC Box, 40 channels each
locked loops (PLLs), and relaxes the requirements on
carrying 25 Gbit/s are considered [20]. Reverse-biased silicon
the shared LO source.
modulators will be used to modulate the continuous wave
light from off-chip lasers. Optimized modulators have been The upconversion path of the TX is an integrated circuit
designed taking into account the tradeoffs coming from the link consisting of an active fundamental direct-conversion mixer and
budget (the limits on the attenuation of each modulator) and a passive balun for differential to single-ended transformation of
the link energy requirements of the HAEC Box, which limits the radio frequency (RF) signal [42]. The required power level
the energy consumption of a single modulator to the sub-100 of the 190 GHz LO signal at the mixer is around −5 dBm, which
femto Joules regime [60]. Therefore, resonant (either ring or can be provided with an external signal source of −20 dBm with
slow-light) modulators need to be used for this purpose [59]. the help of an integrated single-ended LO driver [39]. To enable
ultralarge channel bandwidths, the TX is designed for baseband
IV. W IRELESS L INKS FOR I NTER -B OARD C OMMUNICATION frequencies up to 30 GHz, corresponding to RF frequencies of
The aim of the wireless communication architecture is to 160 GHz to 200 GHz. The chip consumes 32 mW, including
provide high data rate, flexible, and energy-efficient commu- the LO driver.
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Fig. 4. Chip photograph of the receiver chip with contacted probes, bondwires
for dc supply, and on-chip monopole antenna.

matrix (BM) feeding network as an energy-efficient solution.
The BM has been widely used in multi-beam systems, which
were firstly introduced in [15]. As a passive beam-forming
network (BFN) for linear or circular antenna arrays, the main
purpose is to provide a uniform amplitude distribution and a
constant phase difference between the radiating elements in an
antenna array. Thus, a BM with N input and N output ports
can drive an antenna array with N radiating elements. A signal
fed into one input port of the BM will be distributed into all
radiating elements with equal amplitude and a specific phase
to result in a radiation beam in a specific spatial direction.
Switching through the N different input ports of the BM, N
radiation beams at different spatial angles can be addressed
[88], see Fig. 6.

Fig. 5. Measured BER as a function of the timing offset (bathtub curves) for
6 mm distance between receiver and transmitter bondwire antennas.

The down-conversion path in the receiver RX is an integrated
circuit consisting of a low-noise amplifier (LNA) [39], an active
direct-conversion mixer [40], a variable gain amplifier, and an
output stage. Furthermore, an LO driver and a balun are used
to drive the LO port of the mixer. The integrated receiver is
described in detail in [41]. The measured conversion gain is
between 47 dB in high-gain (HG) mode and can be reduced by
up to 27 dB in low-gain (LG) mode. The 3 dB RF bandwidth is
35 GHz and independent of gain control. The baseband output
power reaches 1 dB compression at 1 dBm and −2 dBm in HG
and LG mode, respectively. The measured minimum doublesideband noise figure is 10.7 dB. These performance figures
are achieved with a minimum LO power of −20 dBm and a
dc-power consumption of 122 mW.

Fig. 6. Schematic of a 4x4 BM BFN. The numbering of the feeding ports at
the bottom is chosen such that when reading from left to right, the progressive
phase shift at the antenna elements at the top is increased 90 between
neighboring ports. For port P1 the progressive phase shift between the antenna
elements A1...A4 is 135 , for port P2 it is 45 , for port P3 it is 45
and for port P4 it is 135 .

Fig. 7. Photograph of fabricated 4x4 BM on BCB (left) and associated BCB
buildup (right).

The receiver and transmitter chip were equipped with bondIn Fig. 7, left, a layout for an on-chip 4x4 BM working
wire antennas [116] and tested for wireless data transmission. around 180 GHz is shown, which follows the general concept
With a moderate antenna gain of 5 dBi, a maximum rate of as depicted in Fig. 6. The BM has been fabricated on a custom
50 Gbit/s was demonstrated over a distance of 0.6 cm, while up benzocyclobutene (BCB) process as shown in Fig. 7, right,
to 40 Gbit/s were possible over 2 cm, corresponding – respec- which allowed for a dense integration and low loss at 180 GHz.
tively – to 3.1 pJ and 3.9 pJ of energy per transferred bit [42]. Due to advances in 3D chip stacking, this feeding network can
be directly integrated into the chip stack, see Fig. 2(b).
B. Butler Matrix
One of the main reasons for choosing wireless links for
inter-board communication was the inherent flexibility, which
allows adaptive logical network topologies and, thus, creates
more direct connections between computing nodes with fewer
hops. For the required beam-switching we consider a Butler

C. Integrated Antennas
As for the Butler matrix, we also consider direct integration
of the antenna arrays into the chip stack as the top layer.
For the elements of these arrays one proposed antenna is the
half-cloverleaf shaped antenna. The overall dimension of the
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symbols, ’rll’ runlength coding with minimum runlength d, and ’BA’ sequences
with optimized transition probabilities using the Blahut-Arimoto algorithm.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Comparison of the input reflection coefficient (left) and radiation
pattern (right) between simulation (dotted line) and measurement (solid line)
for the half-cloverleaf antenna at 180 GHz.

D. Communication with 1-bit Analog-to-Digital Conversion
For very high data rate short link communication the power
consumption of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) becomes
a major factor, also compared to the transmit power. This
is due to the required high quantization resolution and the
very high sampling rate. One option to circumvent this is
coarse quantization and oversampling at the receiver w.r.t.
to the Nyquist rate. In this regard, one-bit quantization is
advantageous as it is fairly simple to realize, is robust against
amplitude uncertainties such that no automatic gain control
is needed and no highly linear analog signal processing is
necessary. Moreover, a 1-bit ADC requires only simple circuitry
and does not need much headroom for sophisticated processing
in the amplitude domain which allows to use energy-efficient
circuits with a supply voltage smaller than 1 V [117]. Both,
the much simpler signal processing without an automatic
gain control as well as the use of low voltage circuits yield
a much higher energy efficiency of 1-bit quantization with
temporal oversampling in comparison to standard fine-grained

normalized PSD [dB]

0

Fig. 8. Photograph of the measured half-cloverleaf antenna with metal fill
structures.

MTx
= MR
1
2
3
2
3
2
3

3

BA

spectral eff. [bit/s/Hz]

spectral eff. [bit/s/Hz]

antenna chip is 1.2 ⇥ 0.7 mm2 . Both antenna arms have the
shape of a leaf and are fed by a coplanar stripline, which is
connected via a line transition to a coplanar waveguide to fit
the ground-signal-ground configuration of the on-wafer probes.
Due to standing waves, which were noticed in a symmetric
feeding structure, an asymmetric configuration has been chosen.
In order to meet the requirements regarding the technological
process, the layout has to be rasterized with a given grid and
angles. More details about the antenna design can be found in
[67]. A photograph of the fabricated chip is shown in Fig. 8,
while the simulation and measurement results can be seen in
Fig. 9.
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Fig. 11, which shows a binary symbol sequence with its timedelayed replicas. Each of them preserves the information of
the symbol transitions and inter-transition distances. Sampled
at a certain point in time the delayed replicas contain each
symbol of the input symbol sequence as can be seen in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 12. System-level architecture of the proposed 1-bit ADC.

combination of LDPC and of convolutional codes. They are
constructed by connecting L independent LDPC codes into
a coupled chain, which is equivalent to introducing memory
The delayed replicas can be used to recover the symbol pattern into the code. It was shown in [71] that for large L and for
of the input with a parallel slower output. This is true under large memory SC-LDPC codes achieve capacity. To make
the assumption that the delay of each delay element is, at the structural latency independent of L, a sliding window
decoder was introduced. The decoding performance increases
maximum, equal to the symbol period.
Due to runlength coding, the transmit sequences consist exponentially fast with the window size W which makes SCof consecutive 1s and 0s. The information is encoded in the LDPC codes an interesting candidate for applications with
transition times inside the sequence, which must be resolved stringent latency requirements.
It was demonstrated in [54] that SC-LDPC codes perform
by the ADC. As discussed in Section IV-D, oversampling is
applied jointly with FTN signaling. That is, if the transmit better, in terms of bit error rate (BER), than the block codes
symbols are transmitted at a rate of MTx , the ADC must sample from which they are derived, even at low latency (< 500 bits).
at that rate. Hence, the time delay of one delay element must Furthermore, SC-LDPC codes also outperform convolutional
correspond to the time between two transmit symbols. This codes for equal latency. This performance gain comes at the
means we sample at symbol rate and oversampling is meant cost of increased decoding complexity. Therefore, non-uniform
decoding schedules are proposed in [123]. By switching off
w.r.t. the Nyquist rate.
Fig. 12 presents a system-level schematic of the proposed nodes inside a window once they stop showing an improvement
1-bit ADC consisting of a delay-line with sampling flip-flops. in their BER estimate, complexity can be reduced by 50%
As the binary symbol sequence, y(t), travels along the delay- without any loss in performance. In [104] SC-LDPC codes have
line, which consists of a series of inverters, its delayed versions been optimized using a differential evolution based algorithm.
are generated after each delay element. The output of each The optimization results in SC-LDPC codes that achieve
inverter is connected to the following delay element and the capacity for a window size of W = 5 and ensure systematic
sampling flip-flop. The entire delay-line is then sampled by linear time encoding. This window size allows to design a
a reference clock, fCLK , whose period, TCLK , is set equal code having a small structural decoding latency which gives
to the delay of the delay-line. The sampled digital word now sufficient temporal headroom for receiver processing such that
contains the information about the total number of transitions the 100 ns delay requirement can be fulfilled.
and the distance between them inside the sequence, which
lies within one TCLK . In other words, a snapshot of the input G. Energy Estimation
signal is recorded at every sampling instant.
Since several components of the wireless links are still under
A complete design of this architecture for integration in a
development, it is very challenging to give an accurate estimate
45 nm silicon on insulator (SOI) CMOS technology shows that
of the energy consumption of the wireless links per transmitted
a 25 GHz input binary signal can be digitized with an equivalent
bit. Nevertheless, we will estimate the energy consumption
sampling rate of 200 GHz, while consuming 270 mW of dc
based on measurement results acquired for the components
power. We are currently further optimizing the 1-bit ADC from
developed so far and based on predictions for components
which we expect a halving of the power consumption. For
which have not been designed yet. Our aim is to achieve a
comparison, for a 3-bit single-core flash ADC with a sampling
data rate of 100 Gbit/s while fulfilling the latency requirement
rate of 24 GHz a power consumption of 0.4 W has been
of 100 ns. Given two orthogonal polarizations, this results in
reported in [122] showing the advantage of 1-bit quantization
50 Gbit/s per link. Assuming the use of a rate 1/2 channel
with temporal oversampling in terms of energy-efficiency.
code to ensure reliable transmission, we end up with a coded
bit rate of 100 Gbit/s per link.
F. Low Latency Channel Coding
For the link budget we here assume the use of 2D antenna
To compete with state-of-the-art memory access delays, we arrays with 8 ⇥ 8 antennas elements which are fed by a Butler
consider spatially coupled low density parity check (SC-LDPC) matrix beam-switching network with a predicted loss of 15 dB.
Assuming a power amplifier with a maximum output power
codes to fulfill the 100 ns delay constraint.
SC-LDPC codes combine the advantages of allowing opera- of 6 dBm enables a receive SNR of up to 13.62 dB for the
tion close to channel capacity and enabling decoding with a longest link (worst case) for the link parameters in Table I.
small latency. They have been introduced in [63] and are a Thus, based on Fig. 10 it can be seen that a data rate of
Fig. 11. Principle of operation of the proposed concept for the 1-bit ADC.
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Rx noise figure
carrier frequency
bandwidth
path loss exponent
path loss for shortest link 2 cm
path loss for longest link 10.79 cm
antenna array
array gain (for Tx and Rx each)
Butler matrix inaccuracy
polarization mismatch
implementation loss
Rx temperature

unit
dB
GHz
GHz
dB
dB
dB
dB
dB
dB
K

value
15
200
30
2
44.48
59.12
8⇥8
18
15
3
5
323

GPIO

BBPM

DPM[1]
DPM[0]
NoC
DPM[2]
DPM[3]

SerDes I/O
(FPGA IF)

Periphery

TABLE I
L INK BUDGET PARAMETERS FOR BOARD - TO - BOARD COMMUNICATION
USING 8 ⇥ 8 ANTENNA ARRAYS

ACM

LPDDR2 Memory Interface

Fig. 13. Tomahawk4 die photograph comprising data processing modules
(DPM), baseband processing modules (BBPM), application control module
(ACM) connected by Network-on-Chip (NoC).

available today that can address the architectural design, power
50 Gbit/s on the 30 GHz bandwidth channel and even more and thermal challenges associated with the node.
is achievable.
The first challenge in designing the node architecture is
For the analog frontend components at the transmitter and scalability. Given the huge number of components (PEs
receiver an energy consumption of 3.1 pJ per bit at an uncoded and MEs) in one node, the interconnection between them
bit rate of 50 Gbit/s have been measured as described in must be designed as compact as possible, yet still able to
Section IV-A. While this setup just considered binary phase- maintain a high quality of service in terms of throughput,
shift keying (BPSK), i.e., no complex modulation scheme, for latency, resilience, and security (see Section V-B). Otherwise,
the final system we will use QPSK, i.e., signalization in the a significant amount of chip area will be taken solely by
in-phase and the quadrature component to support 100 Gbit/s the interconnect. It can be more than 10% as presented in
coded bit rate. This will lead to a slight decrease of the energy [48] without fault-tolerance mechanisms, security features, and
consumption per transmitted bit, which we however neglect multi-layer 3D communication infrastructure. Another issue
here, as the uncertainty of the power estimates for some other with the interconnect is energy-efficiency, as it can consume up
not yet measured components is larger. Not considered in to 35% of total energy of the whole system [1]. Due to the dark
Section IV-A is the energy required for the power amplifier silicon phenomenon mentioned in Section II-C, there is only a
at the transmitter which can be estimated to add 2.2 pJ/bit small fraction of the nodes that can be active at any time. It
while providing a gain of 20 24 dB and yielding a maximum poses a question of how, when and which components including
output power of 6 dBm. Thus, the analog frontend components the interconnect should be activated/deactivated to execute a
including the power amplifier yield an energy consumption of specific task. Since 90% of components of the node are MEs,
10.6 pJ per information bit.
it is more efficient to “move” PEs to where the data reside
The oversampled 1-bit ADC consumes a power of 270 mW instead of transferring the data to PEs. This practice is known
and is needed twice, once for the in-phase and once for the as near-memory computing. In this case, PEs are activated
quadrature component, see Section IV-E, yielding an energy only when they are close to where the data is stored (in MEs)
per bit of 10.8 pJ/bit. The corresponding DAC is estimated and when it needs to be processed upon. The MEs will be
to use the same power. The estimated energy for channel implemented using one of the emerging memory technologies
decoding is 13.35 pJ/bit using 5 decoding iterations [85]. such as the non-volatile, low-power and low-latency resistive
Finally, some margin for the demapping and demultiplexing RAM [87]. Therefore, the MEs can also be deactivated to save
process is added. Their complexity corresponds at maximum power without losing the data. Tomahawk4 is a processor that
to one channel decoding iteration. Thus, the overall estimated has been designed and fabricated to demonstrate some of the
energy consumption is 48.22 pJ/bit. Note that there are further concepts of HAEC Box, e.g., the data movement principles
significant savings of the energy consumption to expect, e.g., and the low-power adaptive execution [3].
for the 1-bit ADC.
The next challenge is to determine the distribution of PEs
and MEs across 128 layers of the node. It affects not only the
performance, but also the thermal characteristics of the system.
V. N ODE A RCHITECTURE
As mentioned above, due to the power limitation, the power
A. Processor and Memory Organization
management strategy switches all components to a powerOn each side of the PCB board in the HAEC Box there are saving mode that are not in use by the current applications.
16 computing nodes connected by the optical interconnect with As a result, each application, and only that application, should
each other and with the wireless interconnect with the nodes have exclusive control over the MEs assigned to it. However,
in other adjacent PCBs. As mentioned in Section II each node the applications require different amounts of memory. The
is envisioned to be a 3D vertical stack of 128 layers. Each smaller the MEs are, the more the number of MEs is, and
layer contains an equivalent of 64,000 processors of which correspondingly more communication resources that are needed
10% are actual processing elements (PEs) and the remaining for each application. However, if the MEs are larger, there may
90% are memory elements (MEs). There are no techniques be more unused memory space and fragmentation. Thus, we
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to PEs such that the access latency variation is kept to a
minimum. Furthermore, within each application, the memory
allocations to each PE can be different. One ME can be
exclusively owned by one PE while the others may be
shared by multiple PEs. The flexibility of managing MEs
access rights should be addressed by a separate memory
hierarchy infrastructure instead of the main interconnect which
is already complicated. It facilitates the allocation of MEs to
PEs by internally connecting multiple MEs together to create a
hardware-assisted virtual continuous address space. Thus, the
PEs do not need to send multiple memory access requests to
multiple MEs directly.

TIM layer
B. Resilient Hexagonal NoC

Multicore chip layer 1
Fig. 14. Temperature change in multiple layers of a 3D chip. TIM refers to
thermal interface material.
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Network-on-chip (NoC) has emerged as the highly scalable
and efficient packet switched communication network for
such large heterogeneous systems [9]. However, with rapid
scaling of transistor gate sizes, components of the NoC are
becoming highly susceptible to transient and permanent faults
[98], making NoC reliability a great concern. Redundancy is
the general approach to fault tolerance and the hexagonal NoC
(hexNoC) with redundant diagonal inter-router links, as shown
in Fig. 16(a), provides increased resilience to NoC link and
router failures or blocking due to path reservations.

M1
PE
M1

M1

PE

1

M2

0.9
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Fig. 15. PEs and MEs are distributed in different layers.

propose to have MEs with various capacities. This is similar to
the problem of having mixed page sizes [24]; however, in this
case, it is applied to the actual physical memory rather than
virtual memory. Figure 15 shows an example configuration with
mixed-size memory modules. M1 denotes a unit-size memory,
while M2 and M4 are two-times and four-times as large as M1,
respectively. Further, this can be used to mitigate the thermal
issues. The most common method of 3D stacking is Through
Silicon Vias (TSV) based stacking. One major drawback of
TSV based stacking is temperature rise in the chip. Each layer
in a 3D chip generates heat based on its power dissipation, but
only the top layer is able to dissipate heat as shown in Figure
14. Our simulation results with various benchmarks show that
in order to maintain similar temperature across multiple layers
in a 3D stack with primarily logic, only about one-fifth of
power can be dissipated on every successive layer away from
the heat sink. For example, in Figure 14, if layer 5 is able to
dissipate 5W, then layer 4 should only be allowed to release
1W, layer 3 0.2W and so on. Therefore, PEs should not be
placed directly on top of each other in two consecutive layers.
Figure 15 illustrates a possible solution by making use of MEs
as the “shield” between PEs for better thermal management.
Due to the unbalanced placement of MEs and PEs, the
memory access latencies from one PE to its MEs are different.
Therefore, the MEs should be logically organized and assigned
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(a) 3x3 Hexagonal NoC.

(b) Comparsion of fault resilience of
8x8 mesh and hex NoC.

Fig. 16. Performance of the hexagonal NoC against faulty routers.

By developing fault-tolerant routing algorithms for the
hexNoC, the resilience of the hexNoC against permanently
faulty routers was improved [89]. The routing algorithms
are adaptive and based on the turn model [44], in which
certain turns in the movement of packets are prohibited to
prevent deadlock. An approach based on matrix algebra to
determine the transitive closure of the channel dependency
matrix simplifies the process of turn selection and also allows
for the analytical assessment of fault resilience [90]. The results
show that the hexNoC provides 3 node/link disjoint paths for
any source-destination pair as compared to 2 disjoint paths in
mesh networks. Thus, the hexNoC (with approximately 50%
more links) can tolerate any location of 2 faulty routers or
links whereas the mesh can tolerate only 1. Moreover, because
average shorter paths the throughput of the hexNoC is also
improved (by 18% for 8 ⇥ 8 NoC with 2 faulty routers). The
performance with greater number of faulty routers was obtained
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by implementation and simulation of the hex and mesh NoCs
with adaptive routing in an in-house developed C/C++ based
cycle-accurate simulator. The results depicted in Fig. 16(b) for
the 8 ⇥ 8 NoC show that for 30% faults, the hexNoC has a
43% higher resilience than mesh.
For addressing real systems with latency and throughput
constraints, the NoC must also be able to support guaranteed
services. Due to its increased path diversity, the hexNoC is also
capable of superior performance when supporting guaranteed
services.

A

R

B

In addition to providing a resilient network hardware for
communication, it is important to employ network coding (NC)
to exploit the benefits of the various communication resources
available in the HAEC Box effectively. In this section, we first
describe the NC applied in this context. We then move on
to describe a simulation platform that has been developed to
evaluate the impact of various networking protocols and coding
on the overall system performance. Finally, we describe the
HAEC Playground – a hardware prototyping testbed, which
allows us to instantiate arbitrary network topologies easily for
experiments and evaluation.
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Fig. 17. Benefits of different forms of network coding

recode information would end up in a virtual channel erasure
probability of max[✏1 ; ✏2 ]. The recoding takes place with the
first incoming packet from node A and is therefore different in
terms of latency and buffer occupancy to a full split end-to-end
coding between node A and R as well as R and B.
But RLNC is not limited to communication and can be
used for distributed storage as well. The latter is used in
the HAEC concept to lower the load of certain computing
regions, and reduce the energy usage to maintain a certain
resilience level [16]. The distributed storage approach allows
A. Network Coding for the HAEC Concept
for (1) efficient redundancy (2) intentional switching off of
In contrast to source or channel coding, NC is not limited
computing regions without losing data, and (3) relocating
to end-to-end communication, but is able to operate in the
storage efficiently within the HAEC Box. The latter is needed
distributed settings resembled within the HAEC Box, e.g.,
to reduce energy cost for given applications by placing data
multi-path or/and multi-hop communication, distributed storage.
and application in close proximity within the HAEC Box as
In Fig. 17 a multihop communication example is given to
well as to optimize for switch-off patterns (cf. Section VII-C).
illustrate the reduction of transmission time slots achieved
In order to reduce the cost in terms of energy consumption for
by NC. The figure depicts the classical store and forward
the RLNC approach, several works [128, 129] aim to exploit
approach occupying in this case four transmission time slots. If
the multi-core architecture of HAEC for distributed RLNC
the relay is able to code the incoming packets, e.g., by bitwise
coding schemes. For example, benchmark results show that
XOR, the number of slots can be reduced to three. This is
parallelizing the encoding process over four cores speeds up
called digital inter-session NC. In the HAEC Box, we use two
the utilization by a factor of ten [129].
further concepts of NC illustrated in the bottom of Fig. 17. The
first is analog inter-session NC, where the relay broadcasts the
received information after some minor modifications. This form
B. System Simulation
of NC requires no computation at the relay and is used for the
communication between boards [79]. The second form is digital
Since it is not always possible to have a working system
intra-session NC, which will be applied in the HAEC Box for to test high-level ideas like network coding, simulation plays
distributed storage using linear network coding (RLNC).
a vital role in early-stage evaluation. HAEC uses a custom
The digital intra-session NC approach offers benefits for simulation framework, HAEC-SIM [11], that is focused on
more advanced use cases. Here random linear network coding parallel simulation and combining performance and energy
(RLNC) is used allowing for (1) recoding capabilities of subsets prediction. The design process of the HAEC Box and its
of coded information in a distributed setting, (2) rateless components also relies on simulation for critical evaluation.
features like fountain codes, (3) versatile coding matrix open There are isolated low-level simulations or measurements for
for sparsity (adding zeros in an intelligent fashion), (4) low components of the optical and the wireless links, as well as
latency support due to on-the-fly coding capabilities, and (5) a holistic simulation that models the concept of the HAEC
support of heterogeneous field sizes for communication entities. Box beyond isolated hardware prototypes. The final simulation
The digital intra-session NC example in Fig. 17 is a simple combines models from various levels: applications, software
multi-hop example using RLNC. It is based on two error- runtime, network coding, and physical links. With this holistic,
prone links with erasure probability of ✏1 and ✏2 , respectively. integrated modeling approach, the impact of individual design
Using an end-to-end code between node A and B would alternatives on the HAEC Box as a whole can be evaluated.
require redundancy to cope with a virtual channel erasure Further, the simulation approach allows predicting the behavior
probability of 1 (1 ✏1 )(1 ✏2 ). Enabling the relay to of complex dynamic workloads.
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The simulation relies on event traces of parallel applications.
These traces are typically recorded on existing systems using
the Score-P [69] performance measurement infrastructure and
contain events of the application (e.g., entering a function),
explicit communication events (e.g., sending a message), as well
as system measurements (e.g., power measurements). All events
also contain information about their location (thread, process,
hardware component), and are ordered by time. The simulation
framework processes the events in parallel with a mapping of
one recorded thread to one simulation worker process. Models
within the simulation framework can modify existing events
or create new ones. For example, network models process
communication message events and change their time to reflect
the link performance of the target system. While the focus of the
simulation is on explicit message exchange between processes
executing within the application, the computational speed can
also be adjusted. The models for the computational components
within the HAEC Box are still in an early stage, but a very high
level of parallelism is expected for each node as mentioned in
Section V. Therefore, we do not aim to simulate individual
cores of one node, but instead, model the performance of
processes consisting of many threads. During the simulation,
the state of the modeled hardware is used to add energy metrics
that represent the dynamic power consumption of HAEC Box
components to the event stream. The resulting event trace
reflects the predicted execution w.r.t. time and power on the
target architecture.
These traces can be analyzed using the Vampir [68] trace
visualizer. Evaluating different model parameters and their
impact on dynamic performance and energy consumption of
an application is possible using a comparison of the trace
resulting from the simulation. The comparison can be either
made visually using Vampir to focus on specific criteria not
easily machine-readable or using an automated process focusing
on standard metrics like duration, transfer volume, total energy
cost. The gathered insights provide feedback on how individual
HAEC Box components, e.g., network links, network coding
algorithms, can work in the broader architecture and therefore
facilitates a co-design process on different hardware and
software layers.

Since a pure hardware-based solution implies inflexibility,
our approach is to combine both hardware, to provide computing power and physical connections between computing
nodes, and software, to flexibly create virtualized networks of
arbitrary topologies, leveraging virtualization technologies for
both computation and networking. Specifically, we deploy a
cloud management software to reuse its helpful functionalities
such as resource aggregation, automated networking services
(e.g., building virtual switches or routers, IP address assignment,
etc.) and managing multiple simultaneous projects and users.
For the underlying infrastructure, we advocate commercial-offthe-shelf (COTS) hardware due to its economical advantages
and standardized interfaces. We employ single-board computers
(SBCs) due to their small sizes, yet reliable operation. Fig. 18
illustrates the design and realization of our testbed, HAEC
Playground.
To enable connectivity between all compute nodes in the
testbed, we organize the SBCs in a star topology. Furthermore,
to facilitate a modular and extensible setup, we organize
SBCs into subgroups interconnected by stackable switches.
When a larger setup is needed, several subgroups should
be aggregated by interconnecting switches into a ring. As
SBC we selected Odroid XU-4 from Hardkernel1 , each is
equipped with eight ARM CPUs with the heterogeneous
big.LITTLE architecture, meaning four high performance
Cortex-A15 cores and four energy-efficient Cortex-A7 cores.
This design is also extensible to future needs, e.g., one
can connect a high-performance computer with large-volume
storage and fast network connections to the testbed, supporting
resource intensive operations. The cloud management software
deployed on the testbed is the key to provide the programmable
infrastructure environment. We decide to deploy OpenStack2 in
our testbed, since it is the most mature and active open-source
project of its kind. The overall advantage of OpenStack is
that it facilitates an emulation environment, meaning that our
networking setup is fully compatible with real-world networks.
Furthermore, the environment provides both a graphical user
interface to visualize aggregated resources for management,
instantiated networks and computing nodes for verification, as
well as a command-line interface with application programming
interface (API) for repeatable setups which is crucial when
C. HAEC Playground
conducting experiments. Further detailed description of the
In the previous section, we have presented HAEC-SIM as HAEC Playground can found in [79].
a main tool to evaluate the architecture of the HAEC Box.
All in all, the testbed allows us to instantiate networks
However, in order to combine research findings from hardware, of arbitrary topologies, including the current 4 ⇥ 4 ⇥ 4 of
architecture and software projects, one would need a holistic the HAEC Box for evaluation purposes. Furthermore, stantestbed. It will also serve as a proof-of-concept to demonstrate dardized interfaces allow to integrate modules for optical
the applicability of research innovations. That testbed has to and wireless connections, demonstrating the interoperability
satisfy several requirements. First, one can flexibly create of hardware, architecture and software research outcomes.
HAEC Box topologies as well as state-of-the-art ones to The HAEC Playground has contributed in several scientific
compare their performance side-by-side. Second, the testbed activities such as [95, 130, 128].
should allow for energy measurement at a high precision
and a reasonable cost. Third, operating systems and software
VII. S OFTWARE S TACK
packages running on the testbed have to support energy-aware
The HAEC Box requires a novel software stack centered
software with ideally no overhead due to, for example, porting
around adaptivity and energy efficiency to unleash its full
their code running on one CPU architecture to another. Last,
1 www.hardkernel.com
the testbed should introduce a minimum cost in construction
2 www.openstack.org
and operation.
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Fig. 18. HAEC Playground testbed: (a) Conceptual design; and (b) Realization consisting of SBC Odroids assembled into movable hardware modules,
OpenStack software deployed to aggregate computation resources, two exemplary topologies (tree and grid).

potential. The key challenges posed by the disruptive hardware
architecture of the HAEC Box are (1) the energy management
of the vast amount of cores and interconnects, (2) the support
for the full life cycle of a next generation of highly scalable
and adaptive applications exposing a huge configuration space
at runtime, and (3) the actual reconfiguration of hardware and
software resources at runtime.
Formal Model

Runtime Data
Energy-Utility

Compiler & Language Support
HAEC Operating System

Energy-Control
Loops

Strategy Selection

Adaptive
Applications

Fig. 19. Software stack overview of the HAEC Box featuring energy-utility
function-based hierarchical energy-control loops.

To address those challenges, we propose the software stack
depicted in Fig. 19 comprising the following major components:
HAEC Operating System (OS). The HAEC OS is the interfacing component between the hardware of the HAEC Box
and the software infrastructure. Besides the traditional resource management, it provides additional functionality for
obtaining hardware sensor information and for reconfiguring energy-control features of cores and interconnects
(Sec. VII-A).
Compiler & Language Support. To enable highly adaptive
software, the compiler needs to offer the ability to automati-

cally generate different code variants for individual software
components at development or even at runtime (Sec. VII-B).
Adaptive Applications. While traditional applications behave
mostly statically, the HAEC Box requires applications that
adapt to the current workload, for instance, by autonomously
readjusting the degree of parallelism or exchanging software
components at runtime. As a specific example, we will present
an adaptive database kernel that offers a rich set of adaptivity
facilities (Sec. VII-C). We expect many other applications
to profit from a system as proposed here. In future work,
we will concretely work on base-station processing for 5G
communications and on particle and mesh-based simulations
for computational biology.
Energy-Control Loops (ECL). The actual decision making
is performed by a set of reactive control loops that run at
different invocation latencies. For instance, while energyrelated hardware reconfigurations need to occur at a low
latency within the operating system, software reconfigurations or data movements are long-term subjects. Each ECL
periodically leverages hardware and software sensor data
to trigger reconfigurations based on energy-utility functions
(EUF) expressing the trade-off between a target performance
metric of a specific resource (utility) and the required energy
budget (Sec. VII-A–VII-C).
Strategy Selection. To determine the optimal decision-making
strategy of the individual ECLs for the current workload and
system load, we employ probabilistic model checking, with
formal models of the adaptive applications that are analyzed
at development time in terms of energy-utility (Sec. VII-D).
In the following, we will discuss the individual components
of the software stack of the HAEC Box in more detail.
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A. Operating System

/etc/energy/

Power [W]

OS Scheduler

Memcached
It is the responsibility of the Operating System (OS) to
Memcached
NetStack
manage resources in a system and to allocate them to tasks. We
manage energy as one such resource according to the previously
CPU
Network Stack
described principles of Energy/Utility. To schedule energy, the
NIC
OS needs to be aware of the requirements of software and be
NIC
CPU
aware of the characteristics of available hardware resources.
We use a management system that is based on textual descriptions of the relationship between a resource’s performance
and its requirements. Following UNIX traditions, we place
Fig. 20. Energy/Utility descriptions for OS directed management of resources.
these descriptions in the /etc/energy directory structure,
including files for each resource that describe which other
8
resources it requires, its configuration options, its modes of
big Cores
operation, and how it uses other hard- or software resources
LITTLE
Cores
6
of the system. For example, a description of a memcached
server specifies how it uses the network stack (a software
4
component) and the CPU. In turn, the network stack uses the
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
CPU to process packages and the network interface card (NIC)
4
·10
Utility [tps]
to send and receive packages. The network card and the CPU
consume power depending on the software’s usage pattern. The
hierarchy and description for the example are illustrated in Fig. 21. System Energy/Utility profile for memcached (using either big or
little cores.
Fig. 20. This general modeling approach allows describing the
tradeoffs of the different communication mechanisms of the
In addition to regular intervals, global re-optimization will
HAEC Box, e.g., wireless or optical as discussed in Section IV
be
performed when workloads (e.g., transaction types or
and Section III.
memcached
miss rate) shift significantly. Then the previous
These text files are used by the OS schedulers to trade
global
optimization
decisions made by the OS may no longer
off resources against each other while satisfying user requirebe
optimal
or
may
even
no longer satisfy the users performance
ments. Possible user requirements may be an upper limit on
and
energy
constraints.
These
imbalances can be detected (e.g.
power consumption or a lower limit on performance. The
when
resource
local
schedulers
detect under utilization or over
collection of resource description files represents the systemutilization)
and
will
trigger
global
re-optimization.
wide energy/utility trade-offs available to the OS. We illustrate
We
expect
this
scheme
to
scale
from
small embedded systems
this in Fig. 21 for the memcached example. Each point is a
over
regular
servers
to
whole
data
centers,
where aspects such
different configuration of the system (CPU frequency, core
as
power
supply
and
air
conditioning
all
factor
into the energy
count and memcached cache size). We are only interested in
efficiency
of
the
facility.
The
central
challenge
will
be to adapt
the Pareto frontier of this profile, highlighted as red marks. The
our
method
to
the
revolutionary
network
architecture
of our
points show the available configurations and their power and
future
HAEC
Box.
performance (or utility) values. If the user specifies constraints,
e.g., that the system must perform at least 12.000 transactions
per second (tps) and may not use more than 5 W, only a subset B. Code Variant Generation
of configurations is valid (green highlighted area in Fig. 21).
The HAEC OS requires a description of the energy/utility
If the system is now optimizing for energy efficiency it will trade-offs of software (cf. Fig. 21). For user-level applications,
pick the lowest power configuration from the valid ones.
we work on language and compiler support to provide variThe global optimization problem that arises when trading ants annotated with descriptions for the OS. As underlying
different resources against each other is expensive to solve [47] programming model, the tool flow supports parallel dataflow
and thus not suitable for frequent reconfiguration. However, programming models [27]. These models have clearly defined
most optimization decisions can be made locally at the resource semantics, allowing us to perform compile-time and run-time
level. We coordinate these decisions using local optimization transformations to generate implementation variants without
with global coordination [53], where individual, resource-local tampering with the application behavior. To select and modify
schedulers optimize the local resource (such as the CPU [126] variants, we propose a runtime layer that adapts the variants
or the network [51]) within limits set by a global coordinator. to the resources made available by the OS. In this section we
Global coordination is only performed infrequently in case of introduce the variant generation flow, as depicted in Fig. 22.
imbalances. In this case the OS re-evaluates the whole system Language and Compiler. The dataflow programming model
stack and adjusts the constraints for the configuration options
is well-suited for streaming applications [115], e.g., signal
of individual resources. For the memcached example this may
processing, multi-media, or even big-data processing pipelines.
mean limiting the CPU frequency to a maximum of 1.2 GHz
Due to its clear semantics, tools can automatically reason
as configurations with higher frequency do not satisfy the user
about possible schedules, memory pressure and other properconstraints or do not fall on the Pareto frontier.
ties at compile-time or run-time. Many different languages
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Fig. 22. Overview of variant generation flow.
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over the years, like StreamIt [120] or Cal [32]. We use
60
6
CPN [17], an extension to the C programming language,
40
4
to represent process networks. We extended the language
20
2
to express potential semantic-preserving transformations [65]
(represented by the orange process in Fig. 22). This allows, for
0
0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
example, expressing that a given process may be replicated to
Mapping configuration identifier
increase the application parallelism (similar to the parallel-for
annotation in OpenMP). To be able to optimize for a given
Fig. 23. Example variants for a dataflow implementation of a JPEG application
architecture, the compiler requires models of the underlying on an ODROID-XU4 board. The figure shows performance and power numbers
hardware. We use industry-standard processor models for when processing images of 100x100 pixels. Lower configuration identifiers
performance and energy [114], and have abstract models correspond to variants that use mostly little cores.
capable of representing the communication modules described
in Sec. III and Sec. IV. The schematic of a big.LITTLE
the dataflow implementation of a JPEG application described
architecture is used to illustrate the hardware model that
in [18]. We applied this principle to simplified base-station
enters the compilation flow in Fig. 22, with four big cores
applications as reported in [46, 19]. This will serve as starting
(green squares) and four little cores (orange squares).
point for a future 5G case study for the HAEC Box.
Variants. Given a dataflow application, the compiler can
Runtime. As described in Sec. VII-A, there are different levels
transform the application graph, the mapping of computation
for optimizing software, ranging from local and fast to global
and communication to system resources, and the amount of
and time consuming. We developed a runtime system, we call
memory allocated for communication. All these parameters
Tetris [46], tailored for dataflow applications that enables finemake up a large design-space that we explore with heuristic
grained local optimizations. Given a set of available resources
algorithms [18]. Each variant represents a different point
by the HAEC OS, Tetris finds a canonical mapping from
in the energy-performance space, with those beyond the
those generated at compile time (cf. Fig. 22). If not specified
approximated Pareto frontier being discarded. The compiler
otherwise, Tetris would select the variant that executes the
exports the resource demands as well as the performance
fastest. Then, to accommodate to the actual resource instances
and energy estimates for every exported variant. This can
available, Tetris transforms the mapping while respecting the
then be used by the OS or other higher-level resource
problem symmetries. As a consequence, the final variant that
managers in the hierarchical ECL architecture (cf. Fig. 19),
is deployed in the system has the same energy-utility value
as demonstrated for micro-servers in [52]. An abstract view
of the canonical version selected in the first place.
of the compilation process is shown in Fig. 22, where for a
given semantic-preserving transformation different mappings
are computed. The three different variants on the bottom C. Adaptive Database Kernel
represent mappings that use two, four and five different
In this section, we present details of our database kernel
cores. Each of the mappings generated by the compiler are prototype as a sample application aiming at massive scalability
canonical and represent a family of equivalent mappings in and adaptivity to exploit the highly parallel adaptive hardware
terms of performance and energy consumption. Equivalent of the HAEC Box. This database kernel is based on the datamappings are not found via execution or simulation, but by a oriented architecture, which turned out to exhibit superior
mathematical modeling of symmetries of the application and scalability properties [66, 93, 96], and is aligned with the nearthe target hardware using group theory as described in [45]. memory computing approach of the HAEC Box. In Fig. 24, we
Intuitively speaking, our approach allows the compiler to visualized the overall architecture including a specific instance
understand valid rotations that can be performed to a mapping of an ECL.
without changing the outcome, e.g., swapping tasks among
The HAEC Box features massive computational parallelism
cores. For illustration purposes we show a set of configurations and main memory with extreme NUMA effects, e.g., remote
and their performance-power characterization in Fig. 23 for nodes are accessible via the sophisticated network of optical
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Fig. 24. Hierarchical resource adaptivity-specific ECL for the database kernel.

and wireless interconnects. However, even on the HAEC Box
this comes at the cost of reduced bandwidth as well as increased
latency and energy consumption. Thus, the data-oriented
architecture describes the principle of implicitly partitioning
data objects and storing the individual partitions in the local
memory of a specific socket. Data partitions are processed by
worker threads running on preferably node-local compute cores,
which communicate via a high-throughput message passing
layer that is actually the main occupant of the interconnect
network. Nevertheless, due to the static worker-to-partition
mapping in this data processing architecture, it is not possible
to turn off single cores (running a worker thread) without
losing access to the associated data partitions. To get rid of
this shortcoming, we relax this static mapping, which requires
additional logic within the message passing layer. However,
this enables us to elastically turn off arbitrary compute cores
at runtime providing us with resource adaptivity as the first
adaptivity facility available for the ECLs.

at a low latency, those ECLs are run by the HAEC OS
(cf. Sec. VII-A). However, the OS needs to be supplied
with application-specific performance metrics (e.g., query
latency in case of a database) to appropriately trade energy
for performance.
Storage Adaptivity. This adaptivity facility addresses the way
how data is stored in the memory, which is tightly coupled
to the algorithm selection (cf. code variants in Sec. VII-B)
for actually processing the data. For instance, data can be
stored row-wise, column-wise, or in hybrid versions and
is additionally augmented by a set of indexes. Due to the
partitioned nature of the underlying data-oriented architecture,
we are able to adapt the data layout to the workload at the
granularity of data partitions resulting in an ECL instance per
partition.
Data Placement Adaptivity. This adaptivity facility addresses the way how data objects are partitioned and distributed across the memory domains of the HAEC Box. Since
data placement depends on data as well as the workload, it is
subject of continuous adaptation. Nevertheless, data placement
adaptivity is considered as a long-term measure, because data
movements actually consume energy similar to data layout
adaptations.

Fig. 26. Power measurements (energy counters) for storage and resource
adaptivity during an on-line index creation for workload adaptation.

Fig. 25. Adaptivity facilities and relation to energy efficiency improvements.

Fig. 25 summarizes all three adaptivity facilities enabled by
our prototype. As shown, certain facilities optimize the energy
efficiency of the system by reducing the power consumption of
the hardware, while others aim at increasing the performance
of algorithms by better utilizing the hardware. In the following,
we briefly describe the individual adaptivity facilities:
Resource Adaptivity. This adaptivity facility allows us to
control processor and core states (C-States) as well as
performance states (P-States) and core frequencies at runtime.
Resource adaptivity instantiates an ECL per node (cf., Fig. 24)
and uses a workload-dependent EUF to configure the energycontrol knobs of the local cores based on the current utilization.
Since cores are shared resources that need to be controlled

In Fig. 26, we provide results of experiments conducted
on a 2-socket Intel Haswell-EP system showing the power
consumption of the system, measured using the integrated
energy counters (RAPL) during the adaptation phase. In
particular, we compare the baseline (no adaptations) to a setting
with storage adaptivity enabled and with additionally enabled
resource adaptivity during the on-line creation of an index
as a result of a changing workload. The chart shows that
both adaptation mechanisms work hand in hand and are able to
smoothly decrease the power consumption of the system ending
up in energy savings of 75 % compared to the baseline. For the
reported experiments, we measured a usage of 1% of a single
core per socket for the decision making (ECL) while the time
to do the actual adaptation is in the sub-millisecond range for
the C/P states (also managed by the OS). Similar measurement
campaigns will be carried out using the HAEC-SIM and the
playground with more use cases in future work.
D. Energy-Utility Analysis Using Probabilistic Model Checking
Simulation and measure-based methods are the de-facto
standard to evaluate and compare the energy-aware protocols
and systems. Formal methods based on stochastic operational
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models and analytical or numerical methods yield a complementary approach to analyze the trade-off between energy and utility
requirements of protocols and systems and to support design
decisions. By representing, e.g., potential system adaptions
as nondeterministic choices, formal methods can compute
theoretical optimal decision-making strategies. These can be
used as guidelines for the design of adaption strategies and for a
comparison of efficiently realizable decision-making heuristics
against the theoretical optimum. Furthermore, formal methods
are well suited to analyze the average long-run behavior, to
reveal subtle errors that occur with small probability and to
provide tight upper bounds for the occurrence of rare undesired
constellations. To illustrate the main ideas of using probabilistic
model checking [5] for an energy-utility analysis, we regard
a simple energy-aware job scheduling scenario, in which we
are given a fixed number of processes, successively executing
jobs from a job queue. The jobs have deadlines and utility
values representing the reward gained by the timely completion
of a job or the penalty to be paid for missed deadlines,
respectively. The execution of the jobs requires access to a
shared resource that can only be used in mutual exclusive
manner. The processes can speed up the computation time
for the critical sections by activating a turbo mode which is
faster than normal mode, but more energy-intensive, say there
is 50% reduction of computation time and the increase of
the energy requirements is given by factor 3. To determine
strategies for granting access of the processes to the shared
resource and for the (de-)activation of the turbo mode with an
optimal energy-utility trade-off, the operational behavior of the
processes and scheduling alternatives can be modeled using a
Markov decision process (see, e.g., [97]) where the selection
of the process that may access the shared resource next and
the switches between normal and turbo mode are represented
as nondeterministic alternatives. This Markov decision process
can then be analyzed using probabilistic model checking
techniques and used to compute optimal strategies with respect
to various types of optimality criteria. Standard techniques for
Markov decision processes are “single-objective” and determine
strategies that, e.g., minimize the average energy consumption
within a fixed time frame but ignore other quality-of-service
measures. Such strategies are likely to lead to low utility values.
In contrast, multi-objective reasoning in Markov decision
processes [35, 37] allows to determine strategies minimizing,
e.g., the average energy consumption with probability at least
0.99 guaranteeing final utility values beyond some given quality
threshold. Other forms of multi-criterial objectives rely on
energy-utility quantiles [6] and determine, e.g., the minimal
energy budget required to ensure that the gained utility exceeds
some given threshold with probability at least 0.99 and a
corresponding strategy. Alternatively, energy-utility quantiles
can be used to compute a strategy that maximizes the gained
utility for a fixed energy budget. We refer to [6] and [26]
for details of the experimental studies with energy-utility
quantiles in variants of the above energy-aware job scheduling
example as well as the comparison of optimal strategies against
standard scheduling strategies. Beside others, these experiments
revealed that for a high number of processes the quantile value
for a Round-Robin strategy is considerably higher than for

(a)

(b)

Fig. 27. Impact of (a) device connections to other circuit elements on (b) the
transit frequency of a SiGeC HBT with 120 nm emitter window width and a
MOSFET of the 28 nm node. The upper lines in (b) represent the pad and
connection line deembedded transistor data, while the lower lines represent
the un-deembedded data, i.e. the transistor with the connections.

the synthesized optimal strategy, suggesting to employ more
sophisticated scheduling strategies in practice. There are further
examples where energy-utility quantiles and other probabilistic
model checking techniques have been successfully applied to
synthesize decision-making strategies. Based on [51], an energyaware bonding network device protocol for server systems that
dynamically adapt to changing bandwidth demands has been
considered in [30]. A heterogeneous network system with
optical and wireless interconnects similar to the future HAEC
box has been analyzed in [23].
VIII. F UTURE AND E MERGING T ECHNOLOGIES
While the presented approach of the HAEC Box as a highly
adaptive energy-efficient future computing architecture is based
on technologies being available now or in near future, our vision
of future computing can become even more elevated when
considering future technology generations for terahertz wireless
communication and the use of plasmonic waveguides and
optical modulators for the optical interconnects. The application
of these technologies will be briefly described below.
A. HBTs for THz Near-Range Communication
Operating communication frontend circuits at a certain
frequency fFE requires transistors with a two to three times
higher power gain cut-off frequency fmax and a reasonably
balanced current gain cut-off frequency fT (> fmax /(1.4...2)).
For fFE = 200 GHz, even the most advanced RF-CMOS
is too slow. In addition, the current drive capability of
MOSFETs degrades significantly for more advanced nodes (cf.
Fig. 27) due to the increasing impact of external capacitances
versus the transistor capacitances. Therefore, the technology
candidates for realizing 200 GHz frontends are narrowed
down to heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBTs) and high
electron mobility transistors (HEMTs). The development of
these technologies and their markets is not or only weakly
linked to Moore’s law due to the very different figures of merit
and requirements for high-frequency circuits and systems.
The highest fmax values of about 1.1 THz (at fT around
0.5...0.6 THz) have so far been achieved with InP/(InGaAs,
GaAsSb) HBTs [100, 124, 13] and InP HEMTs [83]. SiGe
HBTs already achieve at least the same fT but with somewhat
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lower fmax of 0.7 THz [55]. Compared to HEMTs (and MOS- [118] as well as gold and/or silver nanoparticle-based plasmonic
FETs), HBTs have various advantages, such as much lower 1/f waveguides [127, 102, 49]. The latter allow to ’transport
noise and an order of magnitude higher transconductance [108]. light’ within subwavelength structures, which will facilitate a
SiGe HBTs offer the additional advantage of integration with considerable shrinkage of the dimensions of opto-electronic
high density CMOS (even down to 28 nm) [22], thus enabling devices. Moreover, gold nanorods have been used to build
THz system-on-chip solutions for high volume applications reconfigurable three-dimensional plasmonic nanostructures
such as communications and radar-based sensing. For details [133]. Gold nanorod assemblies have also allowed to shift
on the latest developments of SiGe HBT technology the reader the resonance frequency of antenna structures, such as e.g.
is referred to [22, 99].
nanofabricated dipol or Yagi-Uda antennas, into the optical
Including all known physical and parasitic effects, the and visible wavelength range, which enables the conversion
ultimate speed limit of SiGe HBTs has been conservatively of light from free space into subwavelength volumes and vice
predicted to be around (fmax , fT ) = (2, 0.8) THz [109, 110] versa [29, 25, 78]. These few examples show that DNA-based
at 22 nm emitter width and 220 nm length, while for long nano structure assemblies already provide a solid platform
16 nm InP/InGaAs HBTs (fmax , fT ) = (4, 2) THz [101] for the investigation and application of nanofabricated on-chip
has been estimated. These latter values appear somewhat optical interconnects and modulators [4, 131].
optimistic since simple scaling equations were applied and
We are considering DNA nanotechnology to manufacture allparasitic capacitances were neglected. Moreover, the narrow optical modulators and switches allowing to switch or control
emitter width may lead to a very low current gain due to the optical signals by optical signals. While in the HAEC Box
increased impact of the surface recombination related base the switching of optical signals for signal routing between the
current. Nevertheless, such HBT technologies allow more compute nodes so far is planned to be based on electrical
energy efficient RF frontend components or an increase of signals, the use of all-optical switches would enable to
the available bandwidth or of the carrier frequency enabling substitute the electrical by an optical control signal. Envisioning
an increase of the achievable data rates.
that in future even computing can be performed optically
instead of electrically, this is one further step towards an all
optical computer, which is expected to provide a higher energy
B. Towards Plasmonic Waveguides and Optical Modulators efficiency per computing operation than electrical computing.
for On-Chip Optical Interconnects by DNA Nanotechnology
As an information-coding polymer, DNA is an excellent
IX. C ONCLUSION AND D ISCUSSION
molecular building block to program and construct bio-inspired
functional nanostructures with precision and complexity not
In this paper, we presented an architecture of a highly
easily achievable by conventional lithographic techniques [111, adaptive energy-efficient computing platform. As future com103, 134]. Over the past years, DNA has indeed demonstrated puter architectures will have an enormous number of compute
its value as a versatile building material for functional devices, cores, the design of such systems leads to major changes
e.g., in nano-electronics [84] and optics [118, 72]. In an compared to today’s systems. The computing principle will
engineering context, the main advantage of employing basic change to in-memory computing, where the computing is
principles of structural DNA nanotechnology in these fields placed close to the data to be processed. For this reason
is energy- and material-efficient as well as massively parallel and also the restrictions on heat dissipation, the individual
bottom-up assembly of identical structures. In particular, so- cores will be active for only a fraction of the time. Thus,
called DNA origami [103] can be considered as ’molecular the individual cores must be small compared to their local
breadboards’ to organize nanoparticles into complex functional memory segment. However, the requirement of accessing data
networks of active components featuring highly spatial and across memory segments is not eliminated by in-memory
multi-functional positioning of components. This biomimetic computing. Hence, the communication of data between the
approach implies a precise design of materials-encoded particle individual compute cores becomes a key issue. This holds true
assemblies with predefined spatial order, and thus, functionality. for (1) on-chip, (2) intra-chip within the 3D chip stack, and (3)
Here, the attached nano-objects can consist of different material between the different chip stacks (compute nodes) in a rack.
classes, such as e.g. metals [58, 50], inorganic semiconductors Especially focusing on the last problem, we proposed a new
[125], fluorescent dyes [118], conducting polymers [132], or communication interconnect using rate adaptive optical links to
combination of those. Combining these unique features with connect chip stacks on the same circuit board and flexible
chemical methods that allow a precise control of nanoparticles beam-switched wireless links for communication between
shapes and sizes [81, 105, 80], will consequently lead to com- neighboring circuit boards. This enables a petabit backplane.
plex ’breadboard’-terminated assemblies, encoded concerning The interfaces to the optical and wireless communication
material and well controlled with respect to shapes and sizes links are an integral part of the chip stacks and use novel
of and distance in-between the attached particles. This allows principles, e.g., driver circuits for rate adaptive optical links
tailoring the physical properties of these assemblies. Recent and oversampled 1-bit quantization. We describe this concept
examples for DNA-based bottom-up assembly of complex based on the HAEC Box, a one liter implementation. To
optical structures are light-harvesting antenna structures [31], exploit the capabilities of this highly adaptive computing
conjugated polymer-based fluorescence intensity shifter [132], hardware we introduce a sophisticated runtime and networking
chiral plasmonic structures [72], fluorescent dye-based optical management system. This system manages the load of the cores,
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TABLE II
P OWER CONSUMPTION OF COMPUTING AND COMMUNICATION
component
optical links (25 Gbit/s)
(Sec. III-B)
wireless links (50 Gbit/s)
one polarization, (Sec. IV-G)
processors (Sec. II-C)
overall

energy per bit
pJ/bit
4.5
48.22

power per link/proc.
mW
112.5
10% at standby
2411

number of links/
processors
7680

activity
10%

total power consump.
W
165

768

10%

185

0.15
0.1% at standby

108

5%

765
1115

the placement of data in memory, and the network activity based cellular network or a Wi-Fi hotspot. Thus, it allows to reduce
on a tight monitoring of the system states. To be able to study network traffic loads and energy consumption significantly and
the system behavior, we developed a simulation framework hence enables the mobile edge cloud [94].
and a hardware demonstrator, the HAEC playground, allowing
to evaluate the effect of compute task distribution on network
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